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background



European, innovation-driven, specialty Pharma



HU: OC market  leader  à aiming to secure position 

- corporate image building 
- strengthen connection with gynecologists 

 -   partnership development at rep level 
 -   closer relationship with end users 
 -   gain deeper market insights 
 -   move from selling pills to value added services





Hungarian Market Research, Szinapszis.

gynaecologists

“Information needs of patients increased 
significantly over the past few years.”

totally	agree

Private 
Medical  
Practices



from 7% to 70%
Percentage of mobile traffic on our unbranded patient site

LAUNCH - period trackers & med reminders already available!



the app



- symptom diary 
- weight tracking 
- reminders

- gynaecologist list  
   + option to share symptom diary data with  
      the patient’s own gynaecologist 

Lady’s Diary



HCPs

Patients

Richter

Lady’s Diary - promotion



results



Pharma Industry Benchmark

* unique app: an app listed on both iOS and android is counted as one app 
Source: Pharma App Benchmarking, research2guidance, 2014

The average Pharma app was downloaded 13 times in 2014.



130 900 + 
downloads 

(vs 50%+ mhealth apps  have 
fewer than 500 downloads: 

IMS)

TOP 5  
App Store 
Medical 
(FREE)

iOS 
launch 
2012. VII.

android 
launch 
2012. XII.

25K + 
active users 
per month

4700 
pill reminders set

34% 
90 day retention 

(vs. 30%**)

**= benchmark data from Flurry.com; category: Health&Fittness

28 200 
downloads in 
2014. - 62% has 
fewer than 5000*

Lady’s Diary - results

* = 2015 research2guidance mHealth App Study



58%

Majority of doctors recommend the app  
to their patients.

CATI, 2013 Q1

86%

CATI, 2013 Q4

Lady’s Diary - market research



8%

24% 
(uses mobile)

64% 
(NA)

Patients increasingly use their mobiles during gynaecologist visits.

CATI, 2013 Q1

45% 
(NA)

38% 
(uses mobile)

17%

CATI, 2013 Q4



serves unmet need

medically correct

CATI, 2013 Q1 CATI, 2013 Q4

18%

Data from Lady’s Diary helped diagnosis

Gynaecologists find value in the app.



app feature usage user journeys

user persona preferred app types

Etnographic insights



next steps



Search Volume (Google Trends)

Campaign driven app installs (Flurry)

New objective: uterine fibroids awareness





• Companion tablet app for 
gynaecologists: 
 
- clear representation of patient data 
- quicker overview of history and 
sympthoms 
- patient consultation supporting tool

Gynassist



lessons learned



[lesson 1] - development

You can choose two!

high quality low price

fast delivery

prioritize quality

perpetual beta



promotion / 
development

online / HCP

[lesson 2] - promotion



[lesson 3] - integration

strategic approach

long term dedication



People want care, not just a pill.



s

Thank you for your attention! 

Questions? 
@drpenzesjanos 


